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Abstract. In the practice of scientific nursing care, it is essential to assess the
quality and effect of nursing care services, since the caregivers must know
whether or not the care was effective for the target person. Currently, however,
the assessment relies on human subjective questionnaire and assessment sheets.
Hence, it is difficult to justify the quality and effect as such the evidences encour‐
aged in the scientific nursing care. To cope with the problem, this paper proposes
Face Emotion Tracker (FET) that evaluates the effect of care as a transition of
emotions of a person under care. The proposed system can produce real-time data
quantifying emotions of the target person under care, which is more objective and
fine-grained clinical data compared to the conventional manual assessment
sheets. We then propose a metric that quantifies the quality of care.
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1 Introduction

Currently, the world is facing a hyper-aging society. In 2060, 18.1% of people all over
the world will be older than 65 years old [1]. In Japan, the nursing care facilities are
suffering from the chronical lack of caregivers and resources. There is also a big pressure
for the cost of social security from the government. Therefore, it becomes more impor‐
tant to assign the limited care resources efficiently to appropriate targets.

In 2017, the Japanese government declared to start “scientific long-term care” as a
national policy [2]. The scientific long-term care is a long-term nursing care whose effect
must be justified by scientific evidence. It assumes to use quantitative and objective big
data. By doing this, the scientific long-term care aims to provide cares optimized for
individuals to support independent living. In the practice of the scientific care, it is
essential to assess the quality and effect of nursing care services, since the caregivers
must know if the care was effective for the target person. Currently, however, the
assessment relies on human subjective questionnaire and assessment sheets, which is as
not in the medical care. Hence, it is difficult to justify the quality and effect as such the
evidences encouraged in the scientific long-term care.

To cope with the challenge, this paper proposes a novel system Face Emotion
Tracker (FET, for short). FET evaluates the effect of care as a transition of emotions of
a person under care. The emotions are captured from facial expressions using the latest
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cognitive computing technology. FET is comprised of four key features: (A1) face
recognition, (A2) recording data, (A3) visualization of data, and (A4) quantification of
effects. In (A1), we periodically capture a face image of the target person under care,
and send the image to Face Emotion API, which is one of cognitive cloud services. For
a given face image, the API returns emotional values calculated from the facial expres‐
sions. For this, the emotion is characterized by the confidence of eight emotional attrib‐
utes: (1) neutral, (2) happiness, (3) surprise, (4) sadness, (5) fear, (6) anger, (7) contempt
and (8) disgust. In (A2), a system operator records every treatment that a caregiver
performs during the care. As a result, the system can record real-time data, describing
what kind of emotion appeared by which care treatment, at when of the care session. In
(A3), we visualize the measured emotions to see in real time or to look back afterwards.
In (A4), We then propose metrics that quantifies the quality of care, using the emotional
values of happiness in care session. We also present a method of quantitative evaluation
of care.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Long-Term Care in Practice

The long-term care refers to a nursing care for elderly people in a broader sense. It
includes not only physical supports for daily living, but also activities to maintain healthy
mental conditions and good quality of life. Typical activities include therapy, recreation,
ensemble and conversation. The purpose of these activities is to stabilize the emotion,
to improve cooperativeness, and to encourage recollections.

The effect of the long-term care has been evaluated by subjective observation
and/or the questionnaire. In the observation-based evaluation, a caregiver observes
behaviors of the target person, and reads the emotions of the target person. For example,
a caregiver evaluates the effect by observing, “Mr. Tanaka is smiling a lot when talking
about movies” or “Mr. Sako seems to be sad when talking about old tales”. For the
questionnaire-based evaluation, a caregiver conducts a survey that asks the target person
what were good and bad treatments, and what to be improved.

However, both methods heavily rely on human subjective decisions. It is therefore
difficult to justify the quality of the care, as such the evidences encouraged in the scien‐
tific long-term care. In reality, the care programs at care facilities are often planned by
subjective judgment and intuition, based on experience of caregivers.

2.2 Cognitive Computing

Cognitive computing is a computing paradigm where a system imitates the human brain
and learns itself to derive answers [3]. It often refers to a smart system or algorithm that
recognizes moods and emotions from non-numerical data, such as images and sounds,
and derives the values. Enabling technologies include emotion analysis, face analysis,
and speech recognition. These can be used to implement a machine that supports human
decision-making. IBM Watson [4] is a famous platform of cognitive computing. In
recent years, more and more companies have published cognitive computing APIs,
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which allows people and external applications to consume the cognitive technology,
easily and efficiently. Famous cognitive computing APIs include Google Cloud Vision
API [5] and Microsoft Azure Emotion API [6].

3 Evaluation of Care Effect Using Face Emotion Tracker

3.1 Face Emotion Tracker (FET)

In order to achieve objective assessment required by the scientific long-term care, we
develop a novel system, Face Emotion Tracker (FET) in this paper. FET evaluates the
effect of care as a transition of emotions of a person under care. The emotions are
captured from facial expressions using the latest cognitive computing technology.

Figure 1 shows the main screen of FET. When a caregiver initiates a care session,
the caregiver inputs a title of session, a name of a target person, remarks in Session
setting. For example, the title is “1st Dementia Counseling in Kobe Center Hospital”,
the target person is “Sako”, the remarks can be time, treatments, and target person’s
characters.

Fig. 1. Main screen of face emotion tracker

Next, when the caregiver presses the Start button, FET periodically captures a face
image of the target person with the web camera (as shown in lower left of Fig. 1), and
sends the image to Face Emotion API.

For a given face image, the API returns emotional values calculated from the facial
features within the given image. In Recognition image (shown in lower right of Fig. 1),
the recognized face is surrounded by a rectangle. In Recognition result (shown in upper
right of Fig. 1), the attribute with the highest emotional value is displayed.
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As the care session goes on, a system operator specifies every treatment that the
caregiver performs in the Treatment textbox. As a result, the system can record real-
time data, describing what kind of emotion appeared in the target person, by which care
treatment, at when of the care session.

Figure 2 shows the visualization feature of FET, showing the current and time-series
emotion values of the target person. Figure 3 shows the evaluation metrics of FET,
representing the quality of care. We describe the details in the following subsections.

Fig. 2. Visualization of data

Fig. 3. Quantitative evaluation of care

3.2 Face Recognition

In order to implement the face recognition feature of FET, we use Microsoft Azure
Emotion API [6]. Figure 4 shows an example usage of Emotion API. For a given face
image, the API returns coordinates of the recognized face, and emotional values calcu‐
lated from the facial features. Emotion API tries to classify the given face image into
eight emotion categories: (1) neutral, (2) happiness, (3) surprise, (4) sadness, (5) fear,
(6) anger, (7) contempt and (8) disgust. For each category, Emotion API returns a
confidence representing how the given face is likely to belong to the category. Therefore,
we use the confidence as quantitative indicator of the emotion.
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Fig. 4. Emotion API

Based on the coordinates, FET draws a rectangle indicating the recognized face. FET
also displays an emotional attribute with the highest confidence in Recognition result.
During the care session, FET executes the Face Recognition feature every 3 s.

3.3 Recording Data

As FET automatically measures the emotion values every 3 s, a system operator
manually registers every treatment that the caregiver performs in Treatment textbox.
For example, the system operator inputs like “singing”, “ensemble”, “conversation with
Mr. Sako”. As a result, FET can record real-time data, describing what kind of emotion
appeared in the target person, in response to which care treatment, at when of the care
session. FET stores the captured image, the attribute name, and emotional values, the
treatment name, and the time in a relational database (RDB). Thus, it is possible to record
more objective and fine-grained care clinical data, as compared with conventional
manual evaluation.

3.4 Visualization of Data

As shown in Fig. 2, FET has a feature that visualizes the measured emotion data with
two graphs. The explanation of each graph is as follows.

• G1: A bar chart visualizing the current value of emotion. The horizontal axis repre‐
sents the eight emotion categories, while the vertical axis represents their confidence.

• G2: A line chart visualizing the time-series value of emotion. The horizontal axis
presents time with treatment names, and the vertical axis plots the emotional values.

The visualization feature can be used in both during care and after care. In the case
of during care, the two graphs change in real time. In G1, one can check what kind of
emotion appeared in the target person immediately after every treatment. In G2, one can
check how the emotion is changing as the care session progresses. Thus, using two
graphs, the caregiver can improve the treatment dynamically on the spot.

In the case of after care, G1 displays the average value of each emotion throughout
care and each treatment. In G2, a caregiver can see the transition of emotion. Using two
graphs, the caregiver can review the whole care and each treatment, and improve the
treatments for the future care sessions.
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3.5 Quantification of Effects

Using the emotion data captured by FET, we propose quantitative metrics, which eval‐
uate the quality of care by the emotional value of happiness. The reason why we use
happiness is that the long-term care aims to make elderly happy. On the other hand, a
situation where the target person is always laughing is problematic, since there is a
suspect of euphoria. Therefore, we assume that an ideal care session produces many
happy emotions, where happiness and other expressions are alternatingly observed.
Based on the assumption, we define the following two metrics:
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− E)2 (2)

In the definition, n represents the number of facial images captured during a care
session, and Pi represents the emotion value of happiness appeared in i-th image.

Expression (1) represents the average value of happiness. Intuitively, E characterizes
the degree of how the target person was happy throughout the session. Equation (2)
represents the variance. Intuitively, V characterizes how dynamically the happiness
appeared, distinguishing the happiness from the euphoria.

We can say that a care session A was better than B when the values of E and V for
A are better than those of B. Figure 3 shows example values of E and V for each treatment
(activity) within a session. Using these values, we can rate the quality of the treatments
as shown in Good order of care.

By using E and V, it is possible to quantitatively and objectively understand what
treatment is suitable for the target person, what treatment is not suitable. As a result,
a caregiver can find better treatment such as “Mr. Sako was very pleased when
talking about Mr. Tanaka”. The caregiver may also find a symptom euphoria such
as “Ms. Suzuki was always laughing at the time of the ensemble”.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel system, called Face Emotion Tracker (FET), to support
quantitative assessment of quality of long-term care. Exploiting the latest cognitive
computing technology, FET computes emotion values of a target person from facial
images, and uses the values to define metrics characterizing the quality of care. Thus,
utilizing FET, we can contribute to the practice of scientific long-term care.

In our future work, we will conduct experiments in actual elderly care facilities, and
examine the practical feasibility of FET.
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